Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
  Note House that Sign is in.
  Note planetary movements within that House during period.
  Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
  Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
  Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
  Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
  Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
  Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
  Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
  Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
  Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
  Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
  Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
  Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
  Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
  Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
  Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
  Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level
  Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For ARIES, note specifically:
  House & Sign that MARS is in.
  Day Rulership: SUN
  Night Rulership: JUPITER
  Create Event chart with MARS on 1st House System
  House 1: General theme for the time period
  House 2: Finances
  House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
  House 4: Family
  House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
  House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
  House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
  House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
  House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
  House 10: Career, social status
  House 11: Friendships, community involvement
  House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
  The foregoing will generally also apply to: SCORPIO

Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taurus</th>
<th>April 20 – May 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Note House that Sign is in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Note planetary movements within that House during period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion &amp; Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Saturn: Duties &amp; Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts &amp; Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ For TAURUS, note specifically:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House &amp; Sign that VENUS is in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Day Rulership: VENUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Night Rulership: MOON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Create Event chart with VENUS on 1st House System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 1: General theme for the time period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 2: Finances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 4: Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 10: Career, social status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 11: Friendships, community involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ The foregoing will generally also apply to: LIBRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System

Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.

- Note House that Sign is in.
- Note planetary movements within that House during period.
- Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
  - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
  - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
  - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
  - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
  - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
  - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
  - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
  - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
  - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
  - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
  - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
  - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
  - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
  - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
  - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Opulence, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For GEMINI, note specifically:

- House & Sign that MERCURY is in.
- Day Rulership: SATURN
- Night Rulership: MERCURY
- Create Event chart with MERCURY on 1st House System
  - House 1: General theme for the time period
  - House 2: Finances
  - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
  - House 4: Family
  - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
  - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
  - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
  - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
  - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
  - House 10: Career, social status
  - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
  - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies

The foregoing will generally also apply to: VIRGO

- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
Cancer

Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
Note House that Sign is in.
Note planetary movements within that House during period.
Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
- Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
- Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
- Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
- Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
- Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
- Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
- Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
- Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
- Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
- Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
- Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
- Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
- Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
- Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
- Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
- Ariens: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
- Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
- Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
- Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
- Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
- Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
- Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
- Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
- Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
- Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
- Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
- Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For CANCER, note specifically:
- House & Sign that MOON is in.
- Day Rulership: VENUS
- Night Rulership: MARS
Create Event chart with MOON on 1st House System
- House 1: General theme for the time period
- House 2: Finances
- House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
- House 4: Family
- House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
- House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
- House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
- House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
- House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
- House 10: Career, social status
- House 11: Friendships, community involvement
- House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies

Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.

- Note House that Sign is in.
- Note planetary movements within that House during period.
- Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
  - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
  - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
  - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
  - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
  - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
  - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
  - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
  - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
  - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
  - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
  - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
  - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
  - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
  - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
  - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For LEO, note specifically:
- House & Sign that SUN is in.
- Day Rulership: SUN
- Night Rulership: JUPITER
- Create Event chart with SUN on 1st House System
  - House 1: General theme for the time period
  - House 2: Finances
  - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
  - House 4: Family
  - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
  - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
  - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
  - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
  - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
  - House 10: Career, social status
  - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
  - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies

- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
Virgo | August 23 – September 22

- Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
- Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
  - Note House that Sign is in.
  - Note planetary movements within that House during period.
  - Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign's House.
    - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
    - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
    - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
    - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
    - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
    - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
    - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
    - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
    - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
    - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
    - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
    - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
    - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
    - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
    - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level
- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion
- For VIRGO, note specifically:
  - House & Sign that MERCURY is in.
  - Day Rulership: VENUS
  - Night Rulership: MOON
  - Create Event chart with MERCURY on 1st House System
    - House 1: General theme for the time period
    - House 2: Finances
    - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
    - House 4: Family
    - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
    - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
    - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
    - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
    - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
    - House 10: Career, social status
    - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
    - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
  - The foregoing will generally also apply to: GEMINI
- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
- Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
- Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
  - Note House that Sign is in.
  - Note planetary movements within that House during period.
  - Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
    - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
    - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
    - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
    - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
    - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
    - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
    - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
    - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
    - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
    - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
    - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
    - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
    - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
    - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
    - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level
- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

- For LIBRA, note specifically:
  - House & Sign that VENUS is in.
  - Day Rulership: SATURN
  - Night Rulership: MERCURY
  - Create Event chart with VENUS on 1st House System
    - House 1: General theme for the time period
    - House 2: Finances
    - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
    - House 4: Family
    - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
    - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
    - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
    - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
    - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
    - House 10: Career, social status
    - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
    - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
  - The foregoing will generally also apply to: TAURUS
- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
Scorpio

Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
- Note House that Sign is in.
- Note planetary movements within that House during period.
- Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign's House.
  - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
  - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
  - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
  - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
  - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
  - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
  - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
  - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
  - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
  - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
  - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
  - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
  - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
  - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
  - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level
- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For SCORPIO, note specifically:
- House & Sign that MARS is in.
- Day Rulership: VENUS
- Night Rulership: MARS
- Create Event chart with MARS on 1st House System
  - House 1: General theme for the time period
  - House 2: Finances
  - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
  - House 4: Family
  - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
  - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
  - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
  - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
  - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
  - House 10: Career, social status
  - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
  - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
- The foregoing will generally also apply to: LIBRA
Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.

- Note House that Sign is in.
- Note planetary movements within that House during period.
- Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
  - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
  - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
  - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
  - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
  - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
  - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
  - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
  - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
  - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
  - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
  - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
  - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
  - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
  - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
  - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For SAGITTARIUS, note specifically:
- House & Sign that JUPITER is in.
- Day Rulership: SUN
- Night Rulership: JUPITER
- Create Event chart with JUPITER on 1st House System
  - House 1: General theme for the time period
  - House 2: Finances
  - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
  - House 4: Family
  - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
  - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
  - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
  - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
  - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
  - House 10: Career, social status
  - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
  - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
  - The foregoing will generally also apply to: PISCES

- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
## Capricorn

December 22 – January 19

- **Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System**
- **Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.**
  - Note House that Sign is in.
  - Note planetary movements within that House during period.
  - Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
    - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
    - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
    - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
    - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
    - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
    - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
    - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
    - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
    - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
    - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
    - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
    - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
    - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
    - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
    - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

- **Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations**
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

- **For CAPRICORN, note specifically:**
  - House & Sign that SATURN is in.
  - Day Rulership: VENUS
  - Night Rulership: MOON
  - Create Event chart with SATURN on 1st House System
    - House 1: General theme for the time period
    - House 2: Finances
    - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
    - House 4: Family
    - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
    - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
    - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
    - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
    - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
    - House 10: Career, social status
    - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
    - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies

- **Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.**
Aquarius

January 20 – February 18

- Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
- Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
  - Note House that Sign is in.
  - Note planetary movements within that House during period.
  - Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
    - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
    - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
    - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
    - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
    - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
    - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
    - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
    - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
    - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
    - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
    - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
    - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
    - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
    - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
    - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level

- Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
  - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
  - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
  - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
  - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
  - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
  - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
  - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
  - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
  - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
  - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
  - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
  - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

- For AQUARIUS, note specifically:
  - House & Sign that SATURN is in.
  - Day Rulership: SATURN
  - Night Rulership: MERCURY
  - Create Event chart with SATURN on 1st House System
    - House 1: General theme for the time period
    - House 2: Finances
    - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
    - House 4: Family
    - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
    - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
    - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
    - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
    - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
    - House 10: Career, social status
    - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
    - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
  - The foregoing will generally also apply to: CAPRICORN

- Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.
Create Event chart under Solar Sign House System
Run transits animation for duration of time period the horoscope is for.
   - Note House that Sign is in.
   - Note planetary movements within that House during period.
   - Note aspects major for those planets in the specific Sign’s House.
     - Sun: Self, Identity, Willpower
     - Mercury: Communications, Intellect, Thought Process
     - Venus: Love, Alliances, Romance, Fashion & Beauty
     - Mars: Conquest, Ambition, Conflicts
     - Jupiter: Luck, Success, Prosperity
     - Saturn: Duties & Obligations; Discipline, Knowledge, Traditional Corporate
     - Uranus: Unconventional, Individuality, Creativity, Shifts, Upheavals, Arts & Literature
     - Neptune: Intuition, Inspiration, Dreamer, Poetry, Music, Sensitivity, Compassion
     - Pluto: Curve Ball, Drama, Uncertainty, Chaos, Destruction, Disquiet Mind
     - Northern Node: Key to Happiness; Growth Potential
     - Southern Node: Desires; Weaknesses; Obstacles to Success
     - Chiron: Wounds, Healing Capabilities; Areas of Overcompensation
     - Ceres: Resources from Environment for Success; Community Activism
     - Lilith: Female Empowerment; Rebellion; Subversive Behavior
     - Vesta: Sex and Sexuality at the Visceral Level
   - Note transits and aspects major between the Signs, i.e., relations
     - Aries: Leadership, Domineering, Achievement, Force
     - Taurus: Drive, Acquisitions, Stubbornness, Possessiveness, Reliability
     - Gemini: Communications, Charisma, Persuasiveness, Intellect, Wit
     - Cancer: Nurture, Feeling, Emotional Sensitivity, Intuition, Moodiness
     - Leo: Benevolence, Leadership, Arrogance, Optimism, Glory, Confidence
     - Virgo: Details, Meticulous, Analytical, Fussiness, Conservative, Judgmental
     - Libra: Balance, Peace, Tact, Self-Indulgent, Indecisiveness, Diplomacy
     - Scorpio: Strong will, Fearless, Intensity, Confrontations, Drama
     - Sagittarius: Cosmopolitan, Restlessness, Peripatetic, Adventure
     - Capricorn: Stability, achievement, pragmatism, results-oriented
     - Aquarius: Eccentric, unconventional, humanitarian, social involvement
     - Pisces: Self-sacrificing, intuitive, hyper-sensitive to criticism, compassion

For PISCES, note specifically:
   - House & Sign that JUPITER is in.
   - Day Rulership: VENUS
   - Night Rulership: MARS
   - Create Event chart with JUPITER on 1st House System
     - House 1: General theme for the time period
     - House 2: Finances
     - House 3: Short travels, communications, thought plane, siblings
     - House 4: Family
     - House 5: Recreation, hobbies, creative projects, fertility
     - House 6: Day-to-day job; health and wellness
     - House 7: Romantic relationships; business partnerships
     - House 8: Changes, crisis, releases, endings
     - House 9: Spirituality, longer voyages; continued education
     - House 10: Career, social status
     - House 11: Friendships, community involvement
     - House 12: Challenges, losses, enemies
   - The foregoing will generally also apply to: SAGITTARIUS

Check the moon phases for the time period, Signs the moon is in, and the corresponding dates.